
Adding in HA Collectors to a Profiler 

This guide will help you configure an HA pair of collectors to connect to either a standalone or HA 
pair of Profilers.  In this example, we’re configuring a pair of collectors, which we’ll call CASHA, with 
a VIP of 14.36.147.72.  The Profiler is a standalone and has the IP of 14.36.148.31.  To configure this 
with a set of HA Profilers, the only difference will be in Step 7. 

 
Example Configuration Worksheet 

CAS pair name CAS HA 

CAS IP addressing 

     CAS VIP 14.36.147.72 

     Primary CAS physical IP 14.36.147.73 

     Secondary CAS physical IP 14.36.147.74 

Profiler IP addressing 

     Profiler VIP n/a 

     Primary Profiler physical IP 14.36.148.31 

     Secondary Profiler physical IP n/a 

Port number 31416 

Encryption type AES 

Shared secret iloveprofiler 

 
1. SSH to both collectors and Profiler(s). 

2. Verify that the collectors and Profiler(s) are on the same version. On the Profiler, run service profiler status 

[beacon@profiler-31 ~]$ service profiler status 
 
Profiler Status 
 Version: Profiler-3.1.0_24 
 
o Server  Running 
o Forwarder  Not Installed 
o NetMap  Not Installed 
o NetTrap  Not Installed 
o NetWatch  Not Installed 
o NetInquiry  Not Installed 
o NetRelay Not Installed 
 
On the collectors, run service collector status 
 

Note: If you have not configured the collector before, this command may not work.  Instead, continue 
with the document, and check the version via this command after the collector has been configured. 

 
 

 [root@cas_4_8-2 ~]# service collector status 
  
 Profiler Status 
  Version: Collector-3.1.0-24 
  
 o Server   Not Installed 



 o Forwarder  Not Running 
 o NetMap   Not Running 
 o NetTrap   Not Running 
 o NetWatch  Not Running 
 o NetInquiry  Not Running 
 o NetRelay  Not Running 
 

 
3. Identify the primary collector by SSHing to the HA VIP.  On that device, start running the configuration 

script, enable the collector, and start the configuration. 

 
  [root@cas_4_8-2 ~] service collector config 
  
  Enable the NAC Collector (y/n) [y]: y 
  Configure NAC Collector (y/n) [y]: y 
 

4. Choose a name this collector pair will be identified by on the Profiler. 

Enter the name for this remote collector.  Please note 
that if this collector exists on a HA pair that this 
name must match its pair’s name for proper operation. 
(24 char max) [cas_4_8-2]: CASHA 
 

5. Set the connection type to server. 

Network configuration to connect to a NAC Profiler Server 
Connection type (server/client) [client]: server 
 

6. Configure the collectors to listen on the collect HA VIP. 

Listen on IP [127.0.0.1]: 14.36.147.72 
 

7. Configure the collectors to accept connections from the Profiler(s).  If you have a standalone Profiler, you 
will need to add in two IPs – the Profiler’s IP plus 127.0.0.1.  If you have HA Profilers, you will need to add 
in four IPs – the primary Profiler’s physical IP, the secondary Profiler’s physical IP, the Profiler HA VIP, and 
127.0.0.1. 

You will be asked to enter the IP address(es) of the 
NPS.  This is necessary to configure the access 
control list used by this collector.  If the NPS is 
part of an HA pair then you must include the real IP 
address of each independent NPS and the virtual IP to 
ensure proper connectivity in the case of failover. 
 
  Enter the IP address(es) of the NAC Profiler. 
   (Finish by typing ‘done’) [127.0.0.1]: 14.36.148.31 
  Enter the IP address(es) of the NAC Profiler. 
   (Finish by typing ‘done’) [127.0.0.1]: 127.0.0.1 
  Enter the IP address(es) of the NAC Profiler. 
   (Finish by typing ‘done’) [127.0.0.1]: done 
 

8. Configure the encryption. 

Port number [31416]: 31416 
  Encryption type (AES, blowfish, none) [none]: AES 
  Shared secret []: iloveprofiler 
 
-- Configured CASHA-fw 
-- Configured CASHA-nm 
-- Configured CASHA-nt 
-- Configured CASHA-nw 



-- Configured CASHA-ni 
-- Configured CASHA-nr 
 
 
     NAC Collector has been configured. 
 

9. Configure the secondary CAS in the pair identically to the primary CAS (steps 3-8).  The name, ACLs, and 
everything else must match EXACTLY, down to capitalization.  If they do not, Profiler may lose contact to 
the collectors if they fail over. 

10. Go to the Profiler web console, and click on Configuration > Modules > Server.  At the top, click “Add 
Connection”. 

 

 

 

11. Configure a connection type of client, connecting to the collector’s HA VIP (Step 6), with the same 
encryption details (Step 8).  Note that the “Allowing connections from:” IPs should match what you entered 
on the collector in Step 7. 

 

 

 

 

 



12. Navigate to Configuration > Modules > Add Collector.  Put in the collector’s name (Step 4) and IP (Step 6). 

 

 

 

13. Configure the Forwarder connection to “Listen for: Server” on the port you’ve configured in the network 
connection.  If you do not see this option in the list, go back to Steps 10 and 11 and ensure you have the 
connection type set to client.   

 

 

 

14. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click “Save”. 

15. Your collector should now show as contacted!   

 
 


